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Abstract 
The current article tries to provide practical arguments to support the appliance of the digital methods and tools 
into the teaching literature curriculum in favor of distant reading of going beyond the limitations of canon and 
time. In this regard, a teaching literature scenario is presented to facilitate and fasten reading literature by making 
students familiar with the computer application in their literature studies through analyzing the resulted data from 
a project done by Dr. Rachel Sagner Buurma, on Victorian Literature. The chosen application is Topic Modeling, 
performed by the popular topic modeling tool, MALLET. The paper develops a practical three-phased scenario to 
be implemented in literature classroom and elaborates on the way to work with the meaning and the usages of the 
resulted topics and patterns. Finally, the article explores the positive and negative aspects of the presented scenario 
and concludes that the digital tool is not a substitute for the existing teaching material, but a supportive method to 
open the new perspectives in literary studies which is an adjusting method to students of the age of technology. 
Moreover, further research is suggested focusing on the Teaching Literature materials of curriculum targeting 
especially the history of literature or discovering specific new dimensions above from the accustomed theories.  
Keywords: digital methods and tools, teaching literature, Topic Modeling, Distant Reading 
 
Introduction 
Teaching Digital Literature  

 
The 21st generation of students have obviously high interest of companionship with the digital world which 
necessitates a reform in the conventional teaching methods and techniques. This opens up an arena for the teachers 
and syllabus designers to take the advantage of this opportunity to motivate the literature students to work with 
the literary data and being able to access, navigate, manipulate and process them. (Simanovwski, Schäfer & 
gendolla, 2010, p. 231). Likewise, Dene Griger (2009) states:  

If indeed students spend 10 times more of their energy with fingers on a keyboard instead of a nose in a book, then 
it stands to reason that we should rethink our notion of literacy and advocate electronic literature as not only viable 
but also compelling art form for teaching. All aspects of reading, writing and communicating. (p. 233)  

Therefore, with respect to the new appealing capacities of the students of the age of technology, applying the 
digital methods and tools into the teaching literature curriculum seems to be an obligation. 
 
Coupled with Dene Griger’s statement, Maria Goicoechea adjoins the factor of “pleasure” into another advantage 
of this appliance as “new reading pleasures at finding unexpected effects”. (Simanovwski, Schäfer & gendolla, 
2010, p. 345) This is to say, although dealing with the interest and pleasure of the students is an inevitable aspect 
to be taken into consideration, more promising aspects still exist.  

Another argument in favor of the necessity of implementing digital tools and techniques in teaching literature can 
be referred to the providing competence of a better and different understanding in this interdisciplinary approach. 
Noah Wardrip-Fruin, UC Santa Cruz professor and Expressive Intelligence Studio co-director, puts forward the 
view that the appliance of Digital Literature into the academic world enables us to deal with the existing situations 
surrounded by technology and moreover, a better understanding of art and literate of the present-day. 
(Simanovwski, Schäfer & gendolla, 2010) 

Furthermore, the final argument is explicitly defined in the two keywords-advantage of John Zuern statement about 
Teaching Digital Literature in the example of the didactic scenarios. He declares that, this new model of teaching 
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arouses the motivation of collecting the evidences and importantly, perusing the hints and clues by use of 
technology. These two important aspects make a more practical approach in the learning process and the 
independent learning experience. (Simanovwski, Schäfer & gendolla, 2010) 

The interdisciplinary approach of teaching digital literature does not mean that the previous background literary 
knowledge or strategy should be abandoned, but it is supposed to make the scholars and students familiar with a 
new understanding on the basis of previous acknowledgment. Regarding the aim of the present article on proposing 
a scenario on implementing a digital literature tool in teaching literature, some rudimentary notions should be 
clarified and defined.  

The pedagogy of digital literature can be categorized into three fields; including, the maintenance and edition of 
the literary texts used in the canon by the use of digital medium, the evolution of the generic characteristics of 
digital literature and finally the changing of teaching literature methodology by the appliance of the computer as 
a supportive or, sometimes, as substituted learning tools. The final aspect has attained the attention in this article. 
(Simanovwski, Schäfer & gendolla, 2010, p. 345) Using computer tools in teaching literature enables the students 
to perceive the intertextual relations of the different literary texts, which is not achievable while reading a text with 
an aim of enjoying or criticism. 

To elaborate the main objective of the preset study, the notions of distant reading and topic modeling and their 
relationship and appliance into a scenario of teaching literature are elaborated. At last, an evaluation of the teaching 
digital literature scenario is presented by mentioning some pro and con arguments for and against it. 

Distant Reading 

Close reading known as the familiar type of reading, is mostly considered as what the American poet, literary 
theorist John Crown Ransom in his essay "Criticism, Inc." refers as “Dense Reading” which means the detailed 
analysis of words, syntactic connections and semantic ambiguities sentence by sentence, paragraph by paragraph. 
(Lauer, 2009) By all means, the literary scholars and students are also familiar with the different types of reading 
skills such as skimming, scanning or study reading, but what is discussed here is the “state-of-art” method in this 
field. 

The Stanford Professor, Franco Moretti terms the understanding of literature by aggregating and analyzing big 
amount of data, distant reading. (Schulz, 2011) He has pioneered this new practice in the literature studies and 
recommends it as a way to reach the interesting recognitions that students or literary scholars are not able to do 
unaided. 

The challenging theory of distant reading proposes a new practice in teaching literature which involves informing 
the student to understand the different kinds of reading and being able to apply it to the different fields of their 
literary studies as Martin Müller (2015) emphasizes the importance of being trained “How to not read” as well as 
“How to read”. 

Distant reading introduces a technical way of analyzing literature by using the patterns and objective data of many 
works calculated by the computer tools. The computer tools are programmed to look for the patterns and 
measurable components of hundreds or thousands works of literature and give us the ability to compare and analyze 
the resulted data and above all, to uncover new aspects in the literary text. This procedure, without computer aid, 
is really a hard task and specifically in the limited time of academic scenarios, unpractical and impossible. In the 
other words, distant reading and the accompanied methods and computer tools can make the students readier to 
face the 21st century’s huge data existence and world literature as Moretti conjectures. 

Distant reading is not only considered as an alternative for depending always on small canons in teaching literature, 
but also, as Moretti describes, a method for reading beyond the canon. He believes that the students are too much 
focused on the canonical device and it is the time to discover the non-canonical universe. (Fitzpatrick, Galloway 
& English, 2013) In the following section, a brief overview on topic modeling as a computer tool suggested for 
distant reading is presented.  
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Topic Modeling 

Topic modeling is a form of text mining. Different definitions for topic modeling suggest that topic modeling is a 
way of looking for patterns. These patterns are clusters of words in a corpus. (Brett, 2012). It is also necessary 
here, to avoid the misunderstanding about the surface meaning of the word ‘Topic’. In the analyzing phase of topic 
modeling results, a topic should not be investigated as the direct subjects of the text, but the recurring pattern of 
co-occurring words. (Brett, 2012) 

When topic modeling is being defined to the students, it is important to be careful as much as the definition of the 
phrase, data mining. The word, mining is not actually what the people in this field do. It should not be expected 
that the people in this filed discover new factoids in their inventory databases. Otherwise, the goal of data mining 
is to find the trends and patterns in very large data set usually of the purpose of decision making. (Mitkov, 2004) 

Elijah Meeks and Scott B. Weingart (2012) referred to topic modeling as synecdoche of digital humanities. They 
even believe that the two subjects of topic modeling and distant reading overlap each other from their totalized 
concept of looking at the text and considering the text as collections of tokens and finally producing results as 
topics. In this case, using the topic modeling tool help us to instantiate the topic modeling and distant reading 
models. 

From the wide application of topic modeling in different domains, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) approach, 
has been the most popular approach to topic modeling in the subject of humanities and specifically literature. The 
underground issue behind the LDA approach, as explained by its creator, David Blei, is a field of the probabilistic 
modeling, and exploration of this model as a tool for finding and expressing meaning. In the other words, the 
comparison of occurrence of topics in a document to how a word has been assigned in other documents in order 
to find the best match, is the underlying mathematical model of topic modeling, latent dirichlet allocation, or LDA. 
(Brett, 2012) 

Considering the notion of distant reading, the statistically significant distributions of words in the Topic Modeling 
Techniques give us the ability of distantly reading a massive body of text and greater understanding of literary 
texts and finally generating new questions. (London, 2016) 

Relying on the last part of the definition of David Blei, applying a tool for a better or different understanding of 
literature and its usage, teaching literature is taken into the consideration in the proposed teaching scenario 
throughout the article. 

The significance of the study 

Literary studies and teaching literature are considered to be inevitably associated with reading; however, each 
subject of teaching literature requires a different way of reading. Considering both the traditional and classical 
types of reading, the domain of literary subjects, planned to be taught in the teaching scenarios, is determined 
under the limitations of time and the expected purpose of the curricula. 

As an example, when the purpose of teaching a literary subject is to conclude and analyze hundreds of novels or 
large volumes of texts, students are not expected to stick around every word in the text. On the other hand, when 
the target of a teaching scenario is about all the novels published in America during the civil war during 1851 to 
1875 or Victorian Literature, it is not practical nor achievable to expect the students to read them all and conclude 
a whole picture of all these works in the limited time of study plan. What happens in practice is the adjustment of 
the materials to the existing limitations. This way, the necessity of doing research on digital literature and its 
implementation in teaching practice seems inevitable. 

It is not only an obstacle in the didactic and teaching field, but also an existing limitation on the way of literary 
studies in general. Nobody can explore the whole exceeding quantity of books. Literary scholars of world literature 
or history of literature should read millions of books to keep up with the state of research which is not an optimal 
solution. (Lauer, 2009) Respectively, the literary scholars and students need to get familiar with the other methods 
to be able to access the other aspects and natures of literature and perhaps it is no longer effective for them being 
asked to read and read. (Schulz, 2011) That said, even if the materials or the corpus needed to be worked on, are 
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not really huge data, close reading keeps the scholars and students always under the limitations and traditional 
analytic theories. At this point considering Franco Moretti’s innovative practice seems to be a savior alternative! 

The objectives of the study  

Based on the above-mentioned points considering the necessity of a reformation in the viewpoint regarding the act 
of reading a bulk of literary text, an attempt is made in this article to suggest a teaching scenario implementing a 
computer tool, specifically topic modeling to boost students’ capabilities to practically conduct distant reading. 
Secondly, the merits and demerits of the proposed scenario is evaluated critically.  

The Proposed Teaching scenario 

The characteristics and requirements of the teaching scenario is presented in the following table.  

 Table 1: Scenario characteristics and requirements  
Target Group Bachelor Students of English Literature Studies 

Subject of the Course Victorian Literature 

Prerequisite for 
participation 

little orientation about English Literature, general understanding of Victorian 
Novel characteristics offered in the previous sessions of this course 

Duration of the class One hour and 20 min 

The hour plan The launching Phase, Student Exploration, Summarization and reflection 

 

1. The launching phase, circa 15 minutes 

In the first step, the teacher starts the class by preparing the students to face most probably for the first time the 
interface between Literature and the digital tools and methodology. The adjustment phase, make student lose their 
anxiety to new methodology in literature curricula. (Simanovwski, Schäfer & gendolla, 2010, p. 349). 

The teacher starts asking the following questions to give the student the idea why it is necessary to learn this new 
subject. These questions help the students to get ready for the specific objective that they will be expected to attain. 

• What would they do, if they be interested to find out the themes of all novels published in America during 
the Civil war, 1851 to 1875? 

• How much time probably they need? 
• Can any of them guess, how much is the number of the books in the world? Do you know that the 

estimations support 50 to 60 million of books? 
• How much reading is enough to be able to keep up with the state of research in Literature? 
• What if they have been asked to analyze a text without reading it? 

In the second step of the first phase, the students are being expressed, what they will be learning and why they will 
be learning these topics in relation to the underlying concept of Victorian Literature. At this part the essential terms 
which are going to be explored during the class, are addressed and written on the white board, such as Distant 
Reading, Topic Modeling and MALLET. 

The teacher explains the notion of distant reading. The teacher declares that the students are already familiar with 
Close Reading. The teacher introduces Franco Moretti’s method of Distant Reading and emphasizes the aspect of 
going beyond the canon. The teacher presents the computer application of Text Mining and then shifts it to the 
subcategory of Topic Modeling. At this time, the teacher emphasizes the importance of the right understanding of 
the Term Topic in the analysis of Topic Modeling results. The teacher briefly introduces MALLET and the LDA 
algorithm behind it. 
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2. Student Exploration, circa 50 minutes 

In this phase, the students interact with the MALLET. The teacher analyses the results together with the students 
and at the same time the students work with other students sharing and discussing the results and assisting each 
other. During this time, all the student work with their own computer and are able to explore the shared output 
files and go through the Topics. 

Following the main subject of the course, Victorian Novel and its Characteristics, an example of applying a Topic 
Modeling Tool, MALLET, on the works of Victorian novelist Anthony Trollope’s Barsetshire series, is presented. 
All the students are able to access the results of the project on their own computers. 

An overall description of the Output files is explained to the students: After running MALLET on the corpus 
including the Barsetshire series, they should expect two folders of outputs: get two folders (output_csv and 
output_html). 

The output_csv folder contains the following files: DocsinTopics.csv, which provides you a list of topics and 
shows you which documents they’re likely to appear in, Topics_Words.csv, which offers you a numbered list of 
topics and TopicsinDocs.csv, which provides a list of documents, along with the topics that appear most 
prominently in each. The html output of the results is useful for the students to freely analyze than the csv files as 
the html version allows you to interactively pivot and zoom through different layers of analysis. (Handel, 2014) 
These information is explained by the teacher at the same time that the students explore the files on their screens. 

At this time, they are ready to explore the analysis of the resulted data by going through Topic to Documents and 
Documents to Topics. (Wallace, 2012) 

Pointing out one of the resulted topic, the topic number 38 as it is illustrated in figure 1, the students are being 
encountered the suggesting hints of Epistolary Novel Genre: letter, write, read, written, letters, note, wrote, 
writing, received, table, paper, send, answer, return, judge, handed, desk, pen, addressed. 

The students have already had the subject of the Analysis of Barsetshire series as one of the most popular novelistic 
forms during the middle of the 18th century in the previous sessions. They have not encountered Epistolary Novel 
Genre in their discussion of Victorian Novel’s characteristics because this Genre had fallen out of favor by the 
century’s end. In the other words, by the mid-Victorian moment of the Barchester novels it was a distant—but, as 
this model helps them to see the persistent memory. The students are being told that the topic can only suggest that 
letter exchange and correspondence is a recurring topic or theme. (Burra, 2015) 

 
Figure 1. Topic key for 50 topics, topic 38 highlighted. (Burra, 2015) 
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Figure 2. Lines from topics in documents MALLET output showing chapters with relatively high percentages of 
topic 38. (Burra, 2015) 

It is only the time when they explore ‘‘topics in documents’’ output, they realize that the chapters in which 
characters exchange letters and worry about unsent notes gesture to that earlier genre and even proffer an 
alternative configuration for the novel. The topics in documents output even points to one chapter in which the 
narrator announces that for the moment he will regress to the genre of the epistolary novel for the length of the 
chapter. (Burra, 2015) 

The students are being told that this example was a project done by Rachel Sagner Buurma, associate professor in 
the Department of English Literature at Swarthmore College. They are referred directly to the article for further 
studies in detail.’ 

3. Summarization and reflection, circa 15 minutes 

The teacher engages the student to summarize what they learned or discovered during their exploration in the 
output files. It is the time that the students express how they interpret the data. During this discussion, the students 
are being clarified about the notion of Topics in their literary analysis. It is actually the most important part of the 
designed scenario which is, to avoid misinterpretation about the topics. 

Accordingly, in the final phase of the scenario, the students are being clarified that the topics, alone, are only the 
co-occurring of the words, which is for the computer strings of tokens, together more than it is expected and some 
particular documents are composed of a certain number words with comparably high probability of belonging to 
this topic. 

Dr. Buurma (2015) suggests, the topics can connote in a simple way as author‘s notes toward his novel to open us 
new windows to look at the novel. This author is nobody rather than the content itself. Moreover Dr. Buurma 
(2015) proposes to look at Topic Models of literary corpuses can be considered as hints to forms and versions 
which even fell out of use at the time or still underlying form of the new reformations. Topic modeling is not a 
mean of propelling to an objective target, but a stimulant step which is needed to be investigated and evaluated 
again and again. 

Teaching Scenario analysis 

To work with topic modeling, we require some prior conditions, which all correspond to the assumed Teaching 
Scenario. First of all, to have an acceptable outcome of the LDA model and to make a right decision about using 
the Topic Modeling Tool, we have to consider the size of the data set. In the case of small number of documents, 
Topic Modeling Tool is not useful and simple frequency counting Tools are suggested. This criterion applies to 
the notion of Distant Reading and its appliance into our experimental Teaching Scenario, we assume relatively a 
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big collection of literary texts. In other words, the notion of Distant Reading is not applicable to small teaching 
material which requires the classical Close Reading style. (Brett, 2012) 

Secondly, it is advisable that the target group has already a general familiarity to the subject of the chosen corpus. 
It is expected that in the following teaching scenario, students of the major English Literature, have most probably 
this perquisite. In this case, the subject of the course is Victorian Literature and the students have already had the 
lectures about the Victorian Novels and its characteristics. 

Thirdly, the teachers should decide about the digital tool according to the expectations and target of the Literature 
course. Different tools are available in Topic Modeling. MALLET is a favorite tool being used by humanities 
scholars. The graphical user interface or "GUI" of MALLET, is a useful alternative to introduce MALLET to the 
students and to ask them to investigate the output files. 

Although the chosen tool and method brings a lot of challenges with itself, it is assumed that MALLET is the most 
appropriate tool to be introduced for the appliance of Topic Modeling. 

There are other suggesting tools and methodologies to be applied to the teaching scenarios. The visualization tools 
such as Voyant and word trees or word clouds can be used to investigate the patterns in words and in sentence 
structure in especially smaller corpus. Visualization technologies can illuminate more than patterns in sentences: 
they can also provoke new insights about geography in texts. Using Word cloud is absolutely easy. word clouds 
are visualizations of word frequency in texts, in which words are larger the more times they appear Word Trees, a 
more sophisticated level than a word cloud allows, so they switched to “word trees,” which, as Wattenberg and 
Viégas (2008) have explained, are graphical versions of the traditional keyword-in-context method that enable 
rapid querying and exploration of bodies of text. Word trees provide a more granular display of sentence 
construction and patterns by showing how particular words appear in context. (Swafford, 2016) 

Other Tools that which have been developed for the purpose of quantitative text analysis such as the tool AntConc 
from the Waseda University in Tokyo, “Voyant” from the Canadian universities of McGill and Alberta, or “CAT-
MA” from the University of Hamburg have the sufficient popularity and success. (weitin, 2015) 

Finally, in applying LDA in Topic Modeling, to get an optimal setting for parameters, it is suggested to run the 
MALLET with different parameter to observe the cohesion of the results. One of the important parameter is the 
number of Topics that the algorithm uses in computing the documents. The second important parameter is the 
iteration number, which as default, it is possible to follow the following formula: 

For T<100 default iterations = 200  

For T>500 default iterations = 1000 

Else default iterations = 2*T 

The suggested value for the topic proportion threshold parameter is 5% which is recommended to be increased for 
shorter documents. (Google Code Archive) These explanation depending on the type of is not explained in the 
planned design but is available and addressed to the students. 

Discussion: Pros and Cons 

Weighing up the Teaching Scenario, it is observable that the presented example is implicitly a good evidence for 
what Noah Wardrip-Fruin refers as a better understanding of art and literature as it is referred before. This 
practically means, it is expected that such scenarios provide the chance for the students to think above the 
limitations in the classic ways of looking at learning literature. (Simanovwski, Schäfer & gendolla, 2010) 

Firstly, the totalization vision attained in this example implies the notion of Distant Reading of going beyond 
limitations and expectations. This notion is brought to existence from the investigations on the resulted data which 
suggest the students a different model of looking at the novel, consistent or in consistent with the theoretical ideas 
which already exist. 
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Moreover, each group of the students are able to manipulate the topics and compares it to the neighbor group, 
although the general setting is designed and fixed. In case of this scenario, as the numbers and adjustments are 
calculated before, all the groups should find similarities in the resulted topics. In the other words, this claim is put 
forward that Topic Modeling with MALLET and the input adjustment should be tested and performed before by 
the teacher or who makes the teaching plan in order to avoid to let the student face directly a variety of unrelated 
result and be distracted from the goal of the teaching subject. The main premise behind this scenario is that if the 
student run the MALLET themselves for the first time, they will not have the convincing results which motivates 
them to relate it to the subject of the course. Most probably, they hardly find any relations in the suggested topics 
and moreover, it is a time consuming process which does not fit the limited time of a subject plan. 

All thing considered, it seems reasonable to assume that a fulfilled project of Topic Modeling should be introduced 
for the first time to the students to make them able to achieve the understanding of the advantages of the new 
adventure using a digital tool in their literacy curricula. 

It is possible to design this scenario in another way. This is, the case that the teacher does the whole procedure of 
Topic Modeling with MALLET together with the students. In this case, while, there is no certain variable for the 
number of topics or iteration number, the “best” comes by trying altering variables and making a list of resulted 
data to find an acceptable variable. VERY BASIC STRATEGIES This activity is practically what Zuern considers 
it as a positive aspect of Digital Literature, as the students have to concentrate to gather evidences, follow up the 
hints, and evaluate different interpretations. (Simanovwski, Schäfer & gendolla, 2010, p. 234) However, 
considering the significant deviation from the target of this scenario and the barriers in the actual Teaching 
scenarios, as it will be mentioned in the following, the first design is preferred here. 

In conclusion, both designs of scenario share three important achievements: Firstly, this structure ensures that 
students receive both theoretical and practical experience with each methodology and can see first-hand its 
strengths and weaknesses. 

Secondly, the students get ready to read the computational process through an interpretive perspective. 
(Simanovwski, Schäfer & gendolla, 2010, 240) This ability corresponds to the educational objective of Critical 
Thinking in the teaching scenario. If the students are expected to think in a critical way, the teacher has to make 
the didactic structure in a way that it activates their mental process to consider all the details and they be able to 
gather the relevant information, have a careful and skeptical analysis, make judgements and think in a 
metacognitive way to be able to have higher order planning. (Li, 2012) 

Thirdly, from a general point of view, the teacher in such scenarios turns the students’ role to researchers which 
are able to develop their own thoughts, views and insights about literature. (Simanovwski, Schäfer & gendolla, 
2010, 282) 

Despite the significant positive consequences, rebuttal aspects can be argued here. Most students find digital 
technology intimidating, as they are aware of the limits of their knowledge and are afraid to experiment enough to 
figure out how programs work.The teacher’s role to overcome these difficulties is really important. The teacher 
should give the students access to the detailed instructions, both written and verbal, for every lab day. (Swafford, 
2016) 

At this point, the teachers and the students face another challenge: The teachers are not often distinctly more 
informed about the digital aspect in their Teaching scenario compared to the students. It is even more likely that 
the students are more prepared to face the digital world, although the teacher is still supposed to be enough 
informed about contextualization of Digital Literature. Although the necessity to have educated teacher in this 
field is undeniable, still there is the probability that in this case the student encounter situations that they know 
more than the teacher. 

Other critique refers to a more fundamental aspect of this scenario. The notion of Distant Reading has skeptical 
critics among the literary historian and scholars. There are still hesitations whether Moretti and other digital 
pioneers will be capable of demonstrating, to those who are more skeptical of the relations between materials, data, 
evidence, and facts that such a massive upheaval is worth the effort. (Fitzpatrick, Galloway & English, 2013) 
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In the light of these kinds of critiques, is it convincing to practice such new notions in the didactic realm and make 
the fragile generation of the students encounter it at all? 

The integrative concept of “Scalable Reading” is deserved to be mentioned here as an alternative perspective to 
the whole scenario analysis especially considering the implicit presence of both qualitative methods of 
hermeneutics and quantitative methods of statistics in the presented scenario. Martin Müller proposes the notion 
of Scalable Reading, which indicates that Close Reading and Distant Reading mutually inform one another 
methodologically. This concept can be considered as a fundamental systematic advantage that make it more 
possible to understand the continuous existing sequence of qualitative and quantitative methods in the research 
projects. (weitin, 2015) 

Conclusions and Implications 

In the offered scenario, it is tried to support the premise that using Topic Modeling and MALLET tool follows the 
notion of Distant Reading in looking different at the texts of literature. Teaching Digital Literature is not an easy, 
completely developed field. The task of designing curricula and related canons is a new demand under developing. 
In this respect, new-born challenges should be expected in the related scenarios. Further research in this area may 
include preparing projects on the determined materials of teaching literature, using the appliance Topic Modeling, 
especially in the courses of the History of Literature. 
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